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Craft and Catharsis
Adeela Suleman’s works create a particular vision by
fusing darkness and light through lila, play “… play as
a serious principle of construction; play as the first
move towards the creation of a parallel reality”.
(Hoskote). Her visual shifts in discourse from the
denunciatory to the parodic are not motivated by the
western anti-aesthetic impulse, they inherit with ease
the Indo-Persian legacy of aesthetic harmony, based
on deference to the specificity of technical practice.
Subtly concealed, her images follow the traditional
Persian device of fusing faces into geological strata,
of gory close-ups of sliced heads spurting blood to
expose the ongoing violence of warfare. An
experimental approach with technique allows
tradition to survive by transformation. Suleman’s
production in diverse materials such as stainless

steel, brass, copper, metal, ceramic and wood is
above all exquisitely crafted. Through the
combination of artisan expertise and Suleman’s
imagination it relates to the ‘technology of
enchantment’, Alfred Gell’s term for art as a form of
captivation whereby decoration serves as a
psychological weapon to demoralise the
opposition. Her impassioned critique of social
violence makes use of ‘Fine Art’ as reflection on state
hypocrisy. In Suleman’s own words:
“I use beauty as a form of camouflage, just simply to
make the message ‘palatable’. In Pakistan we have
learned to live with daily violence and we have
become immune. I believe it very important to use a
big event in order to show the grotesque, but it needs
to be beautifully done so that people can live with it…
the process and the context changes but the theme is
the same: ecological violence. Violence provides

pleasure, excellence in performance make death more
graphic, so camouflage plays with attraction and
repulsion. The fusion of blood and dead birds sets up a
tension that I want to create between the work and the
viewer, a concentration that cannot ignore it.”
Killing Fields of Karachi was based on a real story of a
young boy from Waziristan. Suleman states: “My art
was a form of a memorial not a protest. A work that
was telling the general public a story and asking if
we don’t do anything about it we will be lying down
beside them. It was a sign to say to the deceased
that we will not forget you!”
The case was State vs. Rao Anwar (SSP) accused of
killing 444 people in extra judicial killings. The
Islamic Republic of Pakistan charged him of this
heinous crime. The text, on a plaque outside with
the 444 pillars and wilted flowers, stated:
“When confronted with violent terror, we acquiesced, in
denial that the same beast of intolerance raged
rampant within our own souls. Do you wonder why we
lie before you, the countless unmourned? We ourselves
are the victim but also the perpetrator of this very terror”
From the outside, 9/11 was the spectacular example
of brute violence but Suleman sees the ongoing
suffering as the result of enforced migration,
whereby fear has become the constant factor. “It
was inevitable to shut my senses and control my anger
by directing my energy into making work.”
Workshops have existed throughout art history
from medieval through Mughal to Jeff Koons,

always male dominated, Suleman’s flourishing
‘factory’ in Karachi sustains endangered craft skills
through new practices. She uses found objects,
stories, techniques, craft and images to weave her
own story to masquerade the violence. Satire plays
its part. Objets trouvés such as the ceramic plates
of pastoral Pakistani landscapes are over-painted
by the Vespa pop painters: brutal images rendered
with exquisite technical skill adds a dark humour.
It is significant perhaps to compare Suleman’s
approach to that of fellow Pakistani artist Faiza
Butt, who shares the view that in face of the
harshness of the world, she wishes her work to
mitigate, to protect. “My instinct is to beautify…in
order to cope ...beauty is not the threat it is seen to
represent in the eyes of western academics...it is
there in craft work for a purpose.” Art as a form of
repair is the theme of the ongoing Berlin Biennale
curated by Kader Attia. In this era of war, to make
the link between ethics and aesthetics …in
between bomb blasts lies hope?
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